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1. Introduction  
In the early stage of turbulence study, turbulent flow was deemed fully random and 
disorder motions of fluid particles. Thus physical quantity describing turbulence was 
considered as the composition of random fluctuations in spatial and temporal field. 
ReynoldsȐ1895ȑdivided the turbulent field into mean field and fluctuating field and then 
theories and methods based on statistics for turbulence research were developed. 
Kolmogorov[1] analyzed the relative motion of fluid particles in fully development isotropic 
and homogeneous turbulent flow based on random field theory and presented the concept 
of structure functions, which described the relative velocity of two fluid particles separated 
by distance of l , to investigate the statistical scaling law of turbulence: 
 
p (p)< δu(l) > l l<<Lζ η∝ <<  (1) 
Where u(l)=u(x+l)-u(x)δ  is the velocity component increment along the longitudinal 
direction at two positions x  and x+l  respectively separated by a relative separation l , η  is 
the Kolmogorov dissipation scale of turbulence, L is the integral scale of turbulence, < > 
denotes ensemble average and ζ(p)  is scaling exponent. 
Kolmogorov (1941)[1] successfully predicted the existence of the inertial-range and the 
famous the linear scaling law which is equivalent to the -5/3 power spectrum: 
 
p
(p)=
3
ζ  (2) 
Because of the existence of intermittence of turbulence, scaling exponents increases with 
order nonlinearly which is called anomalous scaling law. In 1962, Kolmogorov[2] 
presented Refined Similarity Hypothesis, and thought that the coarse-grained velocity 
fluctuation and the coarse-grained energy dissipation rate are related through 
dimensional relationship: 
 1/3lu(l) ( l)δ ε< >∝   (3) 
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 p (p)l > l
τε< ∝  (4) 
Where lε  is the coarse-grained turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate over a ball of size of 
l . 
So it yields the relationship between the scaling exponent (p)ζ for the velocity structure 
function and the scaling exponent pτ for the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 
function as: 
 
p p
(p)= + ( )
3 3
ζ τ  (5) 
Jiang[3] has demonstrated that scaling exponents of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 
structure function is independent of the vertical positions normal to the wall in turbulent 
boundary layer, so the scaling law of dissipation rate structure function is universal even in 
inhomogeneous and non-isotropic turbulence. However, scaling exponent, (p)ζ , is very 
sensitive to the intermittent structures and is easy to change with the different type of shear 
flow field because the most intermittent structures change with spatial position and 
direction[4]-[8]. The systematic change of (p)ζ  shows the variation of physical flow field [9]. 
Scaling exponent, (p)ζ , has been found to be smaller in wall turbulence than that in 
isotropic and homogeneous turbulence by G Ruiz Chavarria[5] and F.Toschi[6][7] both in 
numerical and physical investigations. The scaling laws appear to be strongly depending on 
the distance from the wall. The increase of intermittence near the wall is related to the 
increase of mean shear of velocity gradient. 
After 1950s’, turbulent fluctuation was extendedly studied with the development of 
experimental technique of fluid mechanics. Large-scale motions, which were relatively 
organized and intermittent, were found in jet flow, wake flow, mixing layer and turbulent 
boundary layer. This kind of large-scale structure was universal and repeatable on intensity, 
scale shape and process to a certain type of shear flow. So it was called coherent structure 
(or organized motion). Research on coherent structure done by Kline group (1967) [10] of 
Stanford University, a great breakthrough in the study of turbulent boundary layer, found 
the low-speed streak structure and burst in the near wall region. This result, which has been 
verified by Corino(1969)[11]、Kim (1971)[12] and Smith (1983)[13], is one of a few conclusions 
universally accepted in this field. The discovery of coherent structures, a great breakthrough 
in turbulent study, which has greatly changed traditional view of turbulent essence, 
indicates the milestone of study on turbulence essence from disorder stage to organized 
stage[14]. 
Coherent structures exist not only in large scales, but also in small scales [15][16]. Indeed, as 
indicated by Sandborn [17] in 1959, who analyzed band passed signals, the presence of low 
speed streaks might be indicated by “bursts in the over all frequencies”. In recent years, 
universal and organized small-scale coherent structures have been discovered in turbulent 
flows. The recently experimental measurements and DNS results present that small-scale 
filamentary coherent structures also exist in homogeneous and isotropic turbulence [18]-[21]. G 
Ruiz Chavarria [5], F.Toschi[6][7], Ciguel Onorato[8] R. Camussi[15], T. Miyauchi[16] discovered 
that small-scale coherent structures also exist in turbulent channel flow and turbulent 
boundary layer with strong intermittency. Using the detection criterion for multi-scale 
coherent eddy structure, the anomalous scaling law, as well as intermittency of turbulence, 
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is found to be dependent on the probability density functions of structure function 
characterized by increasingly wider tails [8][22]. 
However, in spite of all of above improvements, the dynamical mechanism and behavior of 
multi-scale coherent structure has been unclear. The relationship between the statistical 
intermittency and the dynamics for the multi-scale coherent structure still remains poorly 
understood. Researchers are very actively trying to explain the underlying physical 
mechanism of intermittency and multi-scale coherent structures in shear turbulence. 
Dynamical description of intermittency and multi-scale coherent structures in shear 
turbulence has become one of the most fascinating issues in turbulence research. The 
advance of research on the intermittency of multi-scale coherent structures in shear 
turbulence have an important impact on establishing more effective numerical simulation 
method and sub-grid scale model based on the decomposition of multi-scale structures. 
Characterizing the intermittency of multi-scale coherent structures in shear turbulence in 
terms of their physics and behavior still should be undertaken as a topic of considerable 
study. Farge [23] has recently presented a coherent vortex simulation method instead of wave 
number decompositions generally used. This new method is in coincidence with the 
physical characteristics of turbulence and provides a new access to direct numerical 
simulation. Charles Meneveau [24] has recently advanced some new physical concepts, such 
as turbulent fluctuation kinetic energy, transfer of turbulent fluctuation kinetic energy, flux 
of turbulent fluctuation kinetic energy and so on, which is the foundation to set up more 
effective turbulence model and sub-grid scale model.  
In this chapter, we concentrate on some fundamental characteristics of intermittency and 
multi-scale coherent structures in turbulent boundary layer. We separate turbulence 
fluctuating velocity signals into two components based on information of wavelet 
transform, one component containing multi-scale coherent structure characterized by 
intermittency, while the other containing the remaining portion of the signal essentially 
characterized by the random component. The organization is as follow: in section 2, wavelet 
transform and its applications to turbulence research is introduced. In section 3, the 
experimental apparatus and technique are described. The results and discussion are given in 
section 4 and finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5. 
2. Multi-scale coherent eddy structure detection by wavelet transforms 
2.1 Wavelet transform  
Wavelet transform[25] is a mathematic technique developed in last century for signals 
processing. It convolutes signals with an analytic function named wavelet at a definite 
position and a definite scale by means of dilations and translations of mother wavelet. It 
provides a two-dimensional unfolding of one-dimensional signals resolving both the 
position and the scale as independent variables. So it comprises a decomposition of signals 
both on position and scale space simultaneously. 
Wavelet is a local oscillation or perturbation with definite scale and limited scope in certain 
location of physical time or space. If a function 2(t) L (R)ψ ∈  satisfies the so-
calledȸadmissibilityȹcondition： 
 
2
+
-
ˆ ( )
C = d <+ψ
ψ ω
ω
ω
∞
∞
∞  (1) 
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Where ( )ψ ω
∧
is the Fourier transform of (t)ψ , (t)ψ  is called a “mother wavelet”. 
Relative to every mother wavelet (t)ψ ， ab(t)ψ  is the translationȐby factor bȑand 
dilatationȐby factor a>0ȑ of (t)ψ ： 
 ab
1 t- b
(t) ( )
aa
ψ ψ=  with ,a b R∈  and a > 0  (2) 
The wavelet transform f (a,b)ψ of signal 2s(t) L (R)∈ with respect to ab(t)ψ  is defined as their 
scalar product defined by: 
 s ab(a,b) s(t) (t)dtψ ψ
+∞
−∞
=   (3) 
The total energy of the signal can be decomposed by： 
 
2+ + 2
s2- 0
da 2
E = s(t) dt = (a,b) db
Ca ψ
ψ∞ ∞ +∞
∞ −∞
   20 da I(a,b)dba
+∞ +∞
−∞
=     (4)  
with 
  
2
s
2
I(a,b) (a,b)
Cψ
ψ=  (5) 
and 
 bE(a) I(a,b)=< >   (6) 
where 
b
denotes ensemble average over parameter b . 
Equation (5) is the local wavelet spectrum function and equation (6) is the multi-scale 
wavelet spectrum function respectively. Based on equation (5), the kinetic energy of signal is 
decomposed into one-to-one local structures with definite scale a  at definite location b . 
Wavelet spectrum function defined by (6) means the integral kinetic energy on all structures 
with individual length scale a . 
On the concept of wavelet transformation, skew factor of multi-scale eddy structure can be 
defined by wavelet coefficient as: 
  [ ]
3
s b
3/2
(a,b)
Sk(a)=
E(a)
ψ< >
  (7) 
Skew factor is the enhancement of wavelet coefficient f (a,b)ψ , which is capable of revealing 
the signal variation across scale parameters. So skew factor is the qualitative indicator of 
intermittency of multi-scale structure.  
Another indicator of intermittency is the flatness factor of the wavelet coefficients: 
 [ ]
4
s
b
2
(a,b)
FF(a)=
E(a)
ψ
 (8) 
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Flatness factor is the enhancement of the amplitude of wavelet coefficient f (a,b)ψ  in spite of 
its sign, which is capable of revealing the amplitude difference of wavelet coefficient across 
scale parameters. 
2.2 Wavelet and turbulence eddy 
Wavelet transform provides the most suitable elementary representation of turbulent flows. 
”Eddies” are the fundamental element in turbulent flows. As TENNEKES & LUMLEY[27]  
pointed out “An eddy, however, is associated with many Fourier coefficients and the phase 
relations among them. Fourier transforms are used because they are convenient (spectra can 
be measured easily); more sophisticated transforms are needed if one wants to decompose a 
velocity field into eddies instead of waves.” Eddy and wavelet share common features in 
many physical aspects, and wavelet can be regarded as the mathematical mode of an eddy 
structure in turbulent flows[28][29]. As a new tool，wavelet transform can be devoted to 
identify coherent structure in wall turbulence instead of the conditional sampling methods 
traditionally used. JIANG[30] has performed the wavelet decompositions of the longitudinal 
velocity fluctuation in a turbulent boundary layer. The energy maximum criterion is 
established to determine the scale that corresponds to coherent structure. The coherent 
structure velocity is extracted from the turbulent fluctuating velocity by wavelet inverse 
transform. 
Figure 1 presents the time trace signal of instantaneous longitudinal velocity measured by 
hot-wire probe in the buffer sub-layer of turbulent boundary layer with its wavelet 
coefficients contour transformed by wavelet transform. From the standard (a, t) plane 
representation of the wavelet coefficients, it can be seen that there exist one-to-one events 
at different positions and different scales correspond to the signal. The large-scale eddies 
seem to be randomly distributed and are fairly space filling. A typical process in which a 
large eddy creates two or more small eddies can be seen clearly. This subdivision repeats 
until eddies reach the scale at which they are readily dissipated by the fluid viscosity. 
There is a kinetic energy flux from larger eddies to smaller ones. The smaller eddies 
obtain their energy at the expense of the energy loss in larger eddies. In turbulent 
boundary layer, the colorful spots have special physical meaning related to the coherent 
structures burst events which are the most important structures in wall turbulence and 
contribute most to the turbulence production in the near wall region. The red spots 
represent the accelerating events at different scales which are the high-speed fluids sweep 
to the probe and cause the high–speed velocity output from the hot-wire probe while the 
blue spots stand for the decelerating events which is the low-speed fluids eject from the 
near wall region to the probe and cause the low–speed velocity output from the hot-wire 
probe.  
Figure 2(a) shows the typical shape of an “eddy” correlation function and spectral function 
proposed by TENNEKES & LUMLEY[27] based on turbulence interpretation. Figure 2(b) 
shows the typical shape of a wavelet both in correlation function and spectral space. Figure 
2(c) shows the shape of an “eddy” of turbulence both in correlation function and spectral 
space obtained by wavelet decomposition from turbulent flow in experimental 
measurement. From figure 2(a), figure 2(b) and figure 2(c), it can be found that they are fit 
each other. 
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Fig. 1. Wavelet coefficients magnitude contour of the longitudinal fluctuating velocity 
signal 
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Fig. 2. An eddy typical shape defined by (a) TENNEKES & LUMLEY[27] based on turbulence 
interpretation (b) a wavelet function(c) wavelet transform of turbulent flow 
Figure 3 is the eddy structure velocity signals for each single scale decomposed by wavelet 
transform. Figure 4 is the correlation functions of them. They are in agreement with the 
concept of a typical “eddy” structure proposed by TENNEKES & LUMLEY[27] for turbulence 
interpretation. The eddy wavelength for each scale can be measured between the troughs of 
the correlation functions as defined by TENNEKES & LUMLEY[27] in figure 2(a).  
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Fig. 3. Multi-scale eddy structure velocity decomposed by wavelet transformation of 
turbulence fluctuation 
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Fig. 4. Correlation functions and scale measurements of multi-scale eddy structures 
In order to detect the multi-scale coherent eddy structure in turbulence, a educe method by 
conditional sampling scheme using the intermittency factor of wavelet coefficients, is used to 
extract the phase-averaged evolution course for multi-scale coherent eddy structures in wall 
turbulence. The method can be simply summarized as follows: computing the flatness factor 
( )FF a  at each wavelet scale, if ( )FF a  is less then 3, coherent eddy structures are not detected 
and turn to the next scale. If ( )FF a  is greater than 3 for a given scale, imposing a threshold 
level L  on I(a,t)  and excluding those wavelet coefficients whose I(a,t)  is greater than L , 
then recalculated the flatness factor ( )FF a . If ( )FF a  is less then 3, then turns to the next scale. If 
the flatness factor ( )FF a is still larger than 3, the threshold level L  is lowered and the process 
is iterated until the flatness factor ( )FF a equals to (or less than) 3 for all scales[31][32]. 
Figure 5 shows the energy contribution of each scale eddies versus scale a  by integrating 
the square of the modulus of wavelet coefficients over the temporal location parameter t . It 
can be found from figure 5 that the energy distribution of each scale eddies are not constant 
and varies across scale parameter a . There is a scale that corresponds to the peak of energy 
contributions. This energy maximum is related to the large-scale coherent structures in the 
near region of turbulent boundary layer and is called burst. Coherent structures are found to 
be particularly important “eddies” and they are a major contribution to the production of 
turbulence in turbulent boundary layer. As can be seen, for buffer layer, the maximum 
energy scale is scale 10, while for logarithm-law layer; scale 9 is the maximum energy scale. 
The flatness factor ( )FF a  calculated by averaging the 4-th power of the modulus of wavelet 
coefficients over the temporal location parameter t  at each scale a  is shown in Figure 6. 
Flatness factor decreases with scale from significantly larger than 3 to about 3. In 
comparison to Figure 5, the flatness factor at scales less than the most energetic scale 
correspond to the peak of energy contributions satisfies ( )FF a >3, which indicates that lots of 
intermittent structures satisfying FF(a,t)>3 , namely coherent structures, exist. While in 
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scales larger than the most energetic scale corresponds to the peak of energy contributions, 
the flatness factors almost satisfy ( )FF a <3, which indicates that few coherent structures 
satisfying FF(a,t) >3 exist. 
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Fig. 5. Energy distribution as a function of wavelet scales at different locations in turbulent 
boundary layer 
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Fig. 6. Flatness as a function of wavelet scales at different locations in turbulent boundary 
layer 
3. Experimental apparatus and technique 
The experiment has been performed in a low turbulent level wind tunnel. The working 
section, length is 4500mm, with cross-section is welding rectangular of height 450mm and 
width 350mm, adopted controllable silicon timing system, power of 7.5Kw. Wind velocity in 
test section continuously varies from 1.0m/s to 50.0m/s, and primal turbulent level is less 
than 0.07%. The test flat plate is fixed on the horizontal center of the test section, parallel 
with the direction in which the wind comes. The leading edge of the plate faced to the wind 
direction is symmetry wedged. The length of plate is 4500mm, with width of 350mm and 
thickness of 5mm. A piece of sandpaper stuck on the leading edge of the plate as a trigger to 
trip transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow and forms fully developed turbulence 
downstream. When the longitudinal velocity component in 10m/s, the thickness of 
boundary layer is 160δ = mm, Reynolds number Re 100000Uδ
δ
ν
∞
= = . IFA300 constant-
temperature anemometer, made by TSI Corporation in America, is used to acquire the 
digital velocity signal output from the hot-wire probe, controlled by computer and has the 
best automatic frequency to deserve the best frequent correspondence instantaneously. The 
probe used in the experiment is TSI-1211-T1.5 hot-wire probe with single sensor. The 
temperature sensitive material is tungsten filament with diameter of 2.5 mµ . The time 
sequence of longitudinal velocity component at 100 locations, with the nearest distance from 
the plate surface is y=0.5mm has been finely measured by IFA300 with resolution higher 
than Kolmogorov dissipation scale. For each measurement position, the sampling frequency 
is 50K, sampling time is 21s, 1048576 samples of the anemometer output signal are digitized 
in each database file by the 12-bit A/D converter of model UEI-WIN30DS4.Before 
measurement, each probe should be calibrated solely, in order to obtain the finest frequency 
correspondence and the relationship between output voltage and flow velocity. TSI-1128A 
type hot wire velocity calibrator can provide standard jet flow field with continuous velocity 
between 0 and 50m/s to calibrate the probe. The diameter of jet nozzle is D=10mm. The 
semi logarithmic mean velocity profile normalized by wall unit is given in Fig 7, where 
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*U uu
+
= , *yu /y ν
+
= . The skin friction velocity estimated by regression between 40y+ =  
and 200y+ =  is 0.3906uτ =  m/s and the skin friction coefficient is 0.0039fc = . Buffer layer, 
log-layer and bulk region can be distinguished in the single wall distance regions by their 
characteristic curvatures, while the linear viscous sub-layer region could not been resolved 
sufficiently. 
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Fig. 7. Mean velocity profile of turbulent boundary layer on a smooth flat plate 
4. Results and discussion 
Various techniques for educing coherent structure component using the information 
provided by wavelet phase plane have been described in the literature[31][32]. Our object is 
to partition a turbulence fluctuating signal into two parts using the information provided 
by wavelet phase plane, one containing coherent structures component and the other 
containing the residual random component. Two criterions should be assigned for 
separating the two fluctuating velocity components; one is for the intermittent scale by 
( )FF a >3and the other for detecting coherent structure by I(a,t)>L . The reconstruction 
can be performed from the wavelet phase plane information detected by these two 
criterions from the most energetic scale to small scales. Once the dominant scale is 
determined by the most energetic criterion, the local coherent structure can be identified 
from the significant maxima amplitudes of wavelet coefficients. The partition then is 
performed from the most energetic scale to the small-scale reconstruction. Figure 8 
presents some single scale coherent structure fluctuating velocity signals reconstructed 
from each single scale wavelet coefficients. Figure 9 presents the coherent structure 
velocity signal reconstructed from intermittent wavelet coefficients detected by the 
intermittency index. 
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Fig. 8. Time trace of each single scale coherent structure longitudinal fluctuating velocity 
signal 
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Fig. 9. Time trace of coherent structure velocity signal reconstructed from multi-scale 
wavelet coefficients 
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Figure 10 and 11 shows conditional phase-averaged waveforms of fluctuating velocity 
component during sweep and eject events for different scales at y+=26 in the buffer region of 
turbulent boundary layer. The vertical axis in figure 10 and 11 represents the phase-
averaged fluctuating velocity component normalized by the local mean velocity, while 
abscissa axis represents the time. The shapes of different scales are quite similar though their 
time scales are different. They are self-organized and self-regenerated. Their development 
and evolvement process of coherent structures on different scales share some characteristics 
in common. In figure 10, the downstream (earlier in time) longitudinal fluctuating velocity 
component of fluid particles is little faster than the upstream (late in time) one, which cause a 
decelerating or stretching process which means the low-speed streak flow slowly lifts up 
away from the wall and makes the longitudinal velocity component of the measuring point 
reduced. In figure 11, the downstream (earlier in time) longitudinal fluctuating velocity 
component is slow, while the upstream (late in time) longitudinal fluctuating velocity 
component accelerates, which cause a compressing process, which denotes that high-speed 
fluid from the outer layer sweeps downwards and makes the local longitudinal fluctuating 
velocity component of the measured location increased. The time of this process is very 
short, but the effect is very strong and their behaviors are similar. These universalities 
provide important clues to understand the mechanism if turbulence production and 
transport of heat, mass, momentum in wall turbulence. 
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Fig. 10. Conditional phase-averaged waveform of fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stress 
for multi-scale coherent structures eject with different scale 
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Fig. 11. Conditional phase-averaged waveform of fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stress 
for multi-scale coherent structures sweep with different scale 
Figure 12 and 13 shows the conditional phase-averaged waveforms of the fluctuating 
velocity component and Reynolds stress during sweep and eject events for the most 
energetic scale at different locations across turbulent boundary layer. The shapes of them are 
similar but their amplitudes are quite different. It indicates that buffer layer is the most 
important and active region of turbulent boundary layer where coherent structures burst 
with the largest amplitude. These coherent motions contribute significantly to turbulence 
production and transport of heat, mass, momentum in the near wall region. The intensities 
of them decay versus their locations far away from the wall to the out region. Out of the 
turbulent boundary layer, their intensities are so small and can be neglected.   
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Fig. 12. Conditional phase-averaged waveform of fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stress 
for multi-scale coherent eddy structures eject for the most energetic scale at different 
locations in turbulent boundary layer 
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Fig. 13. Conditional phase-averaged waveform of fluctuating velocity and Reynolds stress 
for multi-scale coherent eddy structures sweep for the most energetic scale at different 
locations in turbulent boundary layer 
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Figure 14 shows the p-th order from the first to the sixth structure functions of wavelet 
coefficients for 14y+ =  calculated by the extended self-similarity scaling law (ESS)[33][34] 
within multi-scale coherent structures. The anomalous scaling law calculated by wavelet 
coefficients is shown in figure 15. Thus the anomalous scaling exponents ( ,3)pζ  can be 
obtained by linear fit their slopes of these lines. They are substantially different with the 
Kolmogorov linear scaling lawof ( ,3) / 3p pζ = . Figure 16 shows the p-th order structure 
functions calculated by ESS after multi-scale coherent eddy structures have been eliminated. 
It is clear that the scaling exponents without multi-scale coherent eddy structures are exactly 
fit to the Kolmogorov linear scaling law of ( ,3) / 3p pζ =  in figure 17. This means that multi-
scale coherent eddy structures are responsible for the intermittence and the anomalous 
scaling law in turbulence boundary layer. When multi-scale coherent structures are 
removed by the present conditional sampling technique, the scaling law returns to the linear 
scaling law ( ,3) / 3p pζ = . 
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Fig. 14. The p-th order structure functions as a function of the third order structure function 
calculated using wavelet coefficients within coherent structures at 14=+y  
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Fig. 15. Relative scaling exponents calculated by wavelet coefficients including coherent 
structures at y+=8 and 40. 
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Fig. 16. The p-th order structure functions as a function of the third order structure function 
calculated using wavelet coefficients without coherent structures 
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Fig. 17. Relative scaling exponents calculated without coherent structures at y+=8 and 40. 
5. Conclusions 
Turbulent flow is made up of multi-scale eddy structures, and different scale coherent eddy 
structures exist at different scales that are smaller than the most energetic scale corresponds 
to the peak of energy contributions. Coherent structures play an important role in 
turbulence. Coherent eddy structures are much more intensive than non-coherent eddy 
structures at the same scale. 
The energy percentage of large-scale coherent eddy structures at buffer layer is much 
greater than that of other scales and that of other locations in turbulent boundary layer. 
Buffer layer is the most important region of turbulent boundary layer for turbulence 
production with the most active coherent structures. 
Besides scales of coherent eddy structures are quite different, phase-averaged evolution 
shapes of multi-scale coherent eddy structures are similar, which implies the evolvement 
process of coherent eddy structures on different scales share common characteristics. 
Multi-scale coherent eddy structures are responsible for the intermittence and anomalous 
scaling law in turbulent boundary layer. Multi-scale coherent eddy structures lead to the 
anomalous scaling law that deviate Kolmogorov linear scaling law. When multi-scale 
coherent structures are eliminated, the ESS scaling exponents calculated by wavelet 
coefficients are in agreement well with the Kolmogorov linear scaling law. 
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